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The Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO) depicts the swings of North Atlantic basin-wide sea surface
temperature (SST) betweenwarm and cold phases on amulti-decadal time scale. The 20th Century instrumental
record indicates a relative cold period in the beginning of the 20th Century, a warm period in the 1940s and 50s,
another cold period in the 1970s and 80s, followed by the recent warming period. These multi-decadal temper-
ature swings coincide with an upward warming trend throughout the 20th Century. One of the central questions
concerning these changes is whether they were caused by human activities, including aerosols and greenhouse
gas forcing, or whether they reflect some combination between natural factors and human activity. Using both
observations and CMIP3 model simulations, we argue that the overall changes are due to the combination of
natural multidecadal variability and anthropogenic forcing. We also examine the regional surface temperature,
precipitation, and atmospheric circulation features associated with the externally forced and internal North
Atlantic SST multidecadal variability using both 20th Century observations and CMIP3 model simulations of
the 20th, 21st, and pre-industrial forcing.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The AtlanticMultidecadal Oscillation (AMO) represents a basin scale
mode of variability in North Atlantic sea surface temperature (SST). The
instrumental record is not long enough todetermine if thephenomenon
is truly oscillatory and this is why it is sometimes referred to as Atlantic
Multidecadal Variability (AMV). However, using the instrumental
records of the past 130 years, the “period” of the AMO is estimated to
be 60–80 years (e.g., Schlesinger and Ramankutty, 1994). Reconstruc-
tions of the AMO based on paleoproxy suggest that the AMO period
varies across a range of scales (Delworth and Mann, 2000; Gray et al.,
2004; Knudsen et al., 2011).

The complexity in understanding the mechanisms and impacts
of the observed AMO stems, in part, from its concurrence with the
century-long, generally upward trend in North Atlantic SST, a trend
that is possibly associated with the increase in global surface tempera-
ture attributed to anthropogenic forcing. By inferring the forced climate
response using the ensemble mean Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project phase 3 (CMIP3) models, Knight (2009) concluded that the ob-
served AMO is inconsistent with the notion that it is a forced climate re-
sponse, thus supporting the existence of an unforced component of the
AMO. Ting et al. (2009) used the CMIP3's multi-model/multi-ensemble
20th Century simulations to estimate the radiatively forced North
Atlantic SST trend and confirmed that the multi-decadal SST variability
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over the North Atlantic in 20th Century observations is well outside of
the range of forced variability, consistent with the results of Knight
(2009). Ting et al (2009) have further shown that the spatial structures
of the forced and internal North Atlantic SST variability patterns are
distinctly different from each other and each tied to unique worldwide
precipitation anomalies. A more recent study by DelSole et al. (2010)
argues that there exists a global pattern of internal multidecadal
variability, separable from the anthropogenic signal and centered in the
North Atlantic and North Pacific and that it contributed significantly to
the globalwarming trend of the recent decades (1977–2008). This further
emphasizes the necessity to separate between and accurately account for
the forced and internal SST patterns of variability in the North Atlantic.
Ting et al. (2011) examined further the robust patterns of the AMO in
observations andCMIP3 simulationswith various greenhouse and aerosol
forcing scenarios, from pre-industrial to 21st Century A1b scenario, and
concluded that the AMO is a mode of the coupled ocean–atmosphere
system that is independent of external radiative forcing.

While thework discussed above advocates a role for unique internal
mechanisms in creating the AMO, others have advocated the domi-
nance of external forcing, at least as far as the 20th century variability
is concerned.Mann and Emmanuel (2006), who focused on the tropical
Atlantic sector, raised the possibility that the multi-decadal, Atlantic-
centered SST variability in observations is entirely radiatively forced
by a combination of greenhouse gas warming and cooling caused by
industrial and volcanic aerosols. A recent study (Booth et al., 2012),
using the Hadley Center Global Environmental Model version 2 —

Earth System (HadGEM2-ES) with and without natural and anthropo-
genic aerosol forcing, argued that the 20th Century North Atlantic SST
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Table 1
Summary of CMIP3 models and corresponding ensemble members (or years of integra-
tion) used in the paper.

Models 20th Century 21st Century
(A1b)

1%/year CO2 Pre-industrial
(yrs)

BCCR BCM2.0 1 1 1 250
CCCMA CGCM3.1 5 5 1 601
CCCMA CGCM3.1 T63 1 1 0 350
CNRM CM3 1 1 1 300
CSIRO MK3.0 3 1 1 380
CSIRO MK3.5 3 1 1 600
GFDL CM2.0 3 1 1 500
GFDL CM2.1 5 1 1 500
GISS AOM 2 2 0 251
GISS EH 5 3 1 0
GISS ER 9 5 0 500
INGV ECHAM4 1 1 1 0
INMCM3.0 1 1 1 330
IPSL CM4 1 1 1 500
MIROC3.2 HIRES 1 1 1 0
MIROC3.2 MEDRES 3 3 1 500
MIUB ECHO G 5 3 1 341
MPI ECHAM5 4 4 1 506
MRI CGCM2.3 5 5 1 350
NCAR CCSM3.0 8 7 1 500
NCAR PCM1 4 4 1 589
UKMO HADCM3 2 1 1 342
UKMO HADGEM1 2 1 1 240
ALL 75 54 20 20
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fluctuations are primarily forced by the direct and indirect aerosol
radiative effects, contrary to the many previous studies that emphasize
the role of internal ocean–atmosphere processes. Zhang et al. (2013)
disputed the Booth et al. (2012) results by comparing a broad spectrum
of observed and HadGEM2-ES model-simulated variables in addition to
SST, and concluded that while the SST signal in the HadGEM2-ES results
does indicate a large contribution of aerosols to 20th century AMO,
there are large discrepancies between this simulation and observations
resulting from the excessively strong and unrealistic aerosol indirect
effects in that model. The issue of the role of aerosols in forcing the
observed AMO thus remains an open question, one that will not be
directly addressed in the current study. It should be emphasized
however, that the analysis method used in this study, described in
more details below, does take into account aerosol forcing as represented
by pooling all models that participated in CMIP3.

This study extends that of Ting et al. (2009) and examines the relevant
circulation and precipitation patterns and their seasonality associated
with the forced and natural North Atlantic SST variability using both
observations and CMIP3 models. The focus is on those features that are
potentially relevant for fishery and coastal ecosystems such as the sea
level pressure patterns, surfacewind, and precipitation. The central issues
are whether the forced and internal variability are separable, and if so,
how do they differ in both spatial and temporal characteristics of their
climate impacts.

2. Data and methods

The observed sea surface temperature (SST) used in this study is from
the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) analysis of global surface
temperature change (Hansen et al., 2010), which uses the HadISST1
(Rayner et al., 2003) from 1880 to 1981 and satellite measurements of
SST from 1982 to the present (OISST.v2) (Reynolds et al., 2002). The
global land precipitation and surface air temperature were taken
from the UEA CRU TS2p1 monthly datasets with 0.5° × 0.5° resolutions
(Mitchell and Jones, 2005).

The sea level pressure (SLP), surfacewind, and 500 hpa geopotential
height for observations are taken from the 20th Century reanalysis
project (Compo et al., 20011) for the entire 20th Century.

In addition to the above observational datasets, we use outputs from
the coupled ocean–atmosphere models used in the fourth assessment
report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC AR4)
and the Climate Model Intercomparison Project phase 3 (CMIP3) orga-
nized by theWorld Climate Research Program (WCRP). A list of models
and their corresponding ensemblemembers/length of integrations used
in this study are shown in Table 1. We used four different types of sim-
ulations from CMIP3, the 20th Century forcing runs, which are forced
with the observed solar, greenhouse gas and aerosol forcing during
the 20th Century, the 21st Century A1B scenario runs, which is forced
with the projected greenhouse gases and aerosol forcing for the 21st
Century according to the A1B scenario, the 1%/year CO2 increasing
experiment, which applies a gradual increase in greenhouse gas
concentration but no aerosol forcing, and the pre-industrial run that
has the fixed amount of CO2 at the pre-industrial level. A total of 23
models and 75 (54) ensemble members were used for the 20th (21st)
Century simulations, while 20 models were available and used for the
1%/year and pre-industrial simulations. In the cases of the 20th, 21st
Century simulationswhere the samemodel is used to generatemultiple
integrations, the radiative forcing remains the same for all ensemble
members, but the initial condition differs slightly, allowing the
integrations to deviate from each other due to internal atmospheric
and oceanic variability, which by definition is temporally uncorrelated
between ensemblemembers. Thus when averaged across the ensemble
members, internal variability will be significantly reduced and the
forced signal can be closely estimated from the ensemble average.

Following previous studies (Ting et al., 2009, 2011), the signal-to-
noise ratio maximizing empirical orthogonal function analysis (S/N
EOF)was used in this study to better extract the radiatively forced signal
from the CMIP3 multi-model ensembles. The S/N EOF analysis entails a
procedure that pre-whitens the rawmodel output data by first estimat-
ing the internal climate “noise” patterns from EOFs of the pre-industrial
integrations (Allen and Smith, 1997). This pre-whitening procedure
helps remove the internal variability that may be left in the multi-
model ensemble average due to insufficient sampling and thus better
extracts the forced patterns due to the common forcing applied in all
model experiments.

3. Forced North Atlantic SST Variability

The observed annual mean North Atlantic SST index, which is the
North Atlantic basin-wide average SST from the equator to 60oN, is
plotted in Fig. 1. A Butterworth low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency
of 10 years was applied to the annual mean observations and is
shown in red in the same figure but no other detrending procedure
was used. In addition to residual interannual fluctuations, the index
displays a large amplitude swing on multi-decadal time scales
superimposed on a general upward trend throughout the record.
Fig. 1b shows a tropical Atlantic SST index: SST averaged over the
so-called Main Development Region (MDR, 6–18 N, 20–60 W) for the
hurricane season (August, September and October). Are multidecadal
fluctuations and trends in Fig. 1 forced responses to external forcing,
i.e., anthropogenic and/or natural radiative forcing, or a manifestation
of the internal ocean–atmosphere variability on multidecadal time
scales? Given that the instrumental record is rather short with respect
to the time scale of the fluctuation and the uncertainty in the radiative
forcing during the 20th Century, one cannot conclusively state that
there is a naturally occurring multi-decadal oscillation underlying the
general warming trend. To address this question, we used climate
model simulations in the 20th and 21st Centuries to help distinguish
between the forced and natural components of the multidecadal SST
variability in this study.

The S/N EOF analysis was first applied to annual mean low-pass
(Butterworth filter with 10 year cutoff frequency) filtered North
Atlantic SST (0°–60°N) using outputs from the multi-model, multi-
ensemble members of the CMIP3 simulations of the 20th and 21st
centuries. There were 23 models with a total of 75 multi-model



Fig. 1. (top)AnnualMeanNorth Atlantic SST index usingHadiSST averaged from equator to
60 N over the Atlantic basin and (bottom) the August, September, and October seasonal
mean SST index averaged over theMain Development Region of the tropical North Atlantic
(10°N to 20°N and 20°W to 80°W).

Fig. 2. Spatial and temporal patterns of S/N maximizing EOF1 of annual mean North Atlantic S
panels) Centuries usingmulti-model andmulti-ensemble CMIP3 simulations listed in Table 1. T
and the dashed black line in bottom panels are for model averages of the EOF1 time series.
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ensemblemembers for the 20th and 54 for the 21st century A1B scenario
(see Table 1). Fig. 2 shows the spatial pattern (top) and temporal
variations (bottom) of the S/N EOF1 for the 20th (left) and 21st (right)
centuries. These patterns explain 91% and97% of the total forced variance
for the 20th and the 21st centuries, respectively, and thus represent well
the total forced signal associated with the external radiative forcing. The
S/N EOF1 is characterized by a cooling in northern North Atlantic, just
south of Greenland, and warming in the rest of the basin in both centu-
ries (top panels in Fig. 2). The spatial patterns of the 20th and the 21st
centuries are very similar, with an area-weighted spatial pattern correla-
tion of 0.89 (amplitude shown are in arbitrary units). The time series
associatedwith thismode are represented in eachmodel's basin average
SST projection onto the EOF1 time series, as shown in colored lines
(bottom panels of Fig. 2). The multi-model average EOF1 time series is
shown in black dashed line and the observed 20th Century basin-
average SST time series is shown in the solid black line. The 21st Century
time series (bottom right) exhibits an almost linear increase common to
all models, while the corresponding 20th Century time series display
some deviations from the linear curve, with a slower increase in the
first few decades of the century and a faster increase in the last three
decades of the 20th Century. In addition, these time series also show
noticeable decadal variations. However, when compared to the observed
20th Century North Atlantic SST variations (solid black line), it is clear
that the forced decadal variations in the model time series are much
weaker than what has been observed. The monotonic, near linear
increases of the forced North Atlantic SSTs associated with S/N EOF1 is
consistentwith forcing by external radiative changes due to both anthro-
pogenic and natural (solar and volcanic) causes. There is a spread in am-
plitudes of the rate of change of the forcedNorth Atlantic SST increases in
different models, ranging from roughly 0.25°–0.8 °C per century for the
20th and from 1° to 3 °C per century for the 21st Century. The spreads
are likely due to differences in the model sensitivity to external forcing.

Some of the deviations from a linear increase in North Atlantic SST in
20th Century are consistentwith previous studies on the effect of volcanic
aerosols (e.g., Ch. 9 in Solomon et al., 2007;Meehl et al., 2004), smoothed
ST (after Butterworth filtering with a 10 year cutoff) for 20th (left panels) and 21st (right
he solid black line in the bottom left plot is the observed North Atlantic basin-average SST,
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out due to the low-pass filtering applied prior to the EOF calculation. The
cooling due to anthropogenic aerosols for the period 1950–80 shows as a
small dip in SST. To test the idea that there may be enhanced regional
aerosol effect over the tropical North Atlantic as pointed out by Mann
and Emannuel (2006), we performed another S/N EOF analysis using
only theMDR regional SST for the season August, September and October
(the choice of ASO season is for its correspondence to peak hurricane
activities). Both the spatial patterns and temporal variations (not
shown) are very similar to those shown in Fig. 2, with a slightly stronger
decline in MDR SST for the period 1950–80 (about 0.2 °C), which is still
smaller than what has been observed during the same period.

To illustrate the climate responses associated with the forced North
Atlantic SST variability, we regressed annualmeanfields of the global sur-
face temperature and precipitation in themodels onto the corresponding
(a) Observations

(b) 20th Century

(c) 21st Century

(d) 1 pctto2x

Fig. 3.Regression of annualmean surface temperature (left panels) and precipitation (right pan
(b, f), 21st Century (c, g), and1%/year CO2 simulations (d, h). Units are °C andmm/day per one d
Shadings are for 5% statistical significance in observations, 18 out of 23 models having the same
having the same sign of regression coefficients in 1%/year CO2 experiments.
model forced time series (colored lines in Fig. 2). We then averaged the
model regression patterns to obtain themulti-model average. This proce-
dure was repeated for 20th and 21st Century CMIP3 simulations. For the
observations,we regressed the observed annualmeanfields on themulti-
model averaged time series (the black dashed line in Fig. 2). The resulting
patterns are shown in Fig. 3 (left panels for temperatures and right panels
for precipitation). We stippled regions of 5% significance using a Monte
Carlo bootstrapping method in the observational plot, and regions of
model consistency (as explained in figure captions) in the model simula-
tions. Although Fig. 3 doesnot show the global domain for the focus of this
study on the North Atlantic and its vicinity, the regressed global surface
temperature patterns are consistent with what is expected from global
warming, with warming over most of the regions except small patches
of cooling (or less warming) in the northern North Atlantic. Many
(e) Observations

(f) 20th Century

(g) 21st Century

(h) 1 pctto2x

els) onto PC1 of the S/N EOF1 of theNorth Atlantic SST for observations (a, e), 20th Century
egree ofNorth Atlantic SST increase for surface temperature and precipitation, respectively.
sign regression coefficients in 20th and 21st Century simulations, and 15 out of 20models
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previous modeling simulations of the transient response to CO2 increases
have found a minimum in warming, or weak cooling, in the northern
North Atlantic and have attributed it to the reduction in the oceanmerid-
ional overturning circulation and an associated reduction in heat trans-
port into this region (Holland and Bitz, 2003; Meehl et al., 1996; Russell
and Rind, 1999; Wood et al., 1999). All land surfaces show pronounced
warming, with the exception of Central South America in observations
where a cooling is found that may be due to data quality. There is also
an indicationof aweak cooling over southeasternU. S. in the 20thCentury
observations. The models, however, support a more uniform land
warming globally. Note that the North Atlantic does not show a uniform
warming as a response to external radiative forcing (left panels in
Fig. 3), as one would expect from the AMO SST pattern (Ting et al., 2011
and Fig. 2 of Alexander et al., 2014–this volume).

In the associated precipitation patterns, there is pronounced
subtropical drying (Held and Soden, 2006), particularly in the region
extending from southwestern United States to northern Africa and
the Mediterranean in both the 20th and 21st centuries model simu-
lations. In the Southern Hemisphere, significant drying occurs in
the eastern South Pacific and tropical South Atlantic. The drying in
the southwestern U.S. is less obvious in observations, yet the models
and observations have a reasonable agreement over other land
regions, particularly over the Sahel region in the 20th Century. In
high latitudes, there is enhanced precipitation due to increased
moisture convergence associated with increased low-level moisture
due to the greenhouse warming (Held and Soden, 2006). The
(a) Observations

(b) 20th Century

(c) 21st Century

Fig. 4. Precipitation regressions onto the forced component in observations (a, d), 20th (b, e)
panels) and northern summer (June through September, right panels). Stippling follows the sa
precipitation patterns associated with external radiative forcing are
consistent with the IPCC AR4 results based on multi-model means
(See Chapter 10, Solomon et al., 2007).

The amplitude of the precipitation change per degree C of Atlantic
SST warming in Fig. 3 seems larger in the 20th than that in the 21st
Century CMIP3 simulations. There are two plausible reasons for this
discrepancy. The first reason is forcing by anthropogenic and volcanic
aerosols during the 20th Century, which is missing in the 21st century
simulations. The other reason is the increasing CO2 forcing strength in
the 21st Century. To explore these possible explanations for the discrep-
ancy, we added two panels in Fig. 3 using the 1%/year CO2-increase
experiments carried out by the CMIP3 modeling groups. We similarly
applied the S/N EOF analysis to the 20 available models (see Table 1)
and define the forced mode using S/N EOF1. The forced time series in
the 1%/year CO2 experiments (not shown) are very similar to a linear
increase as in the 21st Century, but the amplitude of increase in North
Atlantic SST is similar to that of the 20th Century. The forced regression
patterns are shown at the bottom panels of Fig. 3. The precipitation
regression pattern in the 1%/year CO2 model simulations (Fig. 3f) is
very similar to that for the 21st century (Fig. 3g). The similarities
suggest that the discrepancies between 20th and 21st centuries are
most likely caused by the differing aerosol forcing in the two centuries,
rather than by the increased forcing amplitude in the 21st Century.

The seasonal dependence of the precipitation response to external
forcing is explored, using regression analysis, in Fig. 4 for northern win-
ter (NDJF) and summer (JJAS) in forced regressions with precipitation.
(d) Observations

(e) 20th Century

(f) 21st Century

and 21st (c, f) model simulations for northern winter (November through February, left
me convention as in Fig. 3.
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In both cases, the S/N EOF analysis was first applied to the seasonal
meanNorth Atlantic SST to define the forced time series used for the re-
gression. While the overall precipitation patterns are relatively insensi-
tive to seasons, the subtropical drying signal is more intense and
extended further poleward during the corresponding summer season
in both hemispheres. In particular, there is a distinctive Sahel drying
signal in the Northern summer season, while the drying in Northern
winter there is not significant. As in Fig. 3 for the annual mean precipi-
tation, the amplitude of the subtropical drying in the 21st Century in
Fig. 4 is much less pronounced compared to that in the 20th Century
in CMIP3 model simulations, which is largely attributable to the 20th
Century aerosol forcing.

4. Natural (Internal) AMO

Several previous studies (e.g. DelSole et al., 2010; Knight, 2009; Ting
et al., 2009), as well as Fig. 2 show that the observed North Atlantic SST
fluctuations can not be explained by CMIP3 models' estimate of exter-
nally forced North Atlantic SST variability. We can further explore
whether the CMIP3 models' 20th and 21st Century simulations exhibit
internal, unforced decadal to multi-decadal oscillations in addition
to the forced response, by looking at each individual model's
residual North Atlantic basin-wide averaged, low-pass filtered SST,
after subtracting the corresponding model forced component (shown
in Fig. 2). All models exhibit internal AMO-like fluctuations that are, as
expected, not synchronized in time. The models diverge widely in the
Fig. 5. Selected AMO time series of the five individual model ensemblemember with the longes
the 20th (top), 21st A1b (middle), and pre-industrial (bottom) forcing conditions. Time scale
shown in the top panels in solid black line for comparison.
time scale that this internal signal displays. Fig. 5 shows the AMO time
series for the 5 individual model runs that exhibit the longest time
scales (left panels) and the five that display the shortest time scales
(right panels). The time scale estimates are based on the lagged autocor-
relation function of the residual AMO time series (Ting et al., 2011). The
20th Century observed AMO index is shown in solid black line in both
top panels of Fig. 5 as a comparison. It is clear that the model AMO
shows a wide range of time scales, ranging from those similar to 20th
Century observations with an approximate period of 70 years to those
resembling the pattern of low-pass filtered white noise.

Despite the lack of a consistent periodicity in the CMIP3 models
internal AMO, Ting et al. (2011) showed that the related-SST pattern in
the North Atlantic is rather robust, characterized by a comma-shaped
warm SST anomaly associated with the positive phase of the AMO,
which extends from the subpolar North Atlantic to subtropical North
Atlantic along the eastern part of the basin, with a relative minimum
off theU.S. east coast (see Fig. 2 in Ting et al., 2011 aswell as color shaded
patterns in Fig. 8 of this paper). These typical AMO spatial patterns are
also evident in multidecadal averages of de-trended SST in 20th Century
observations (Alexander et al., 2014–this volume).We examine here the
global patterns of seasonal precipitation associatedwith the free compo-
nent of AMO in 20th Century observations, 20th and 21st Century and
preindustrial model simulations in Fig. 6 for both northern winter
(NDJF) and northern summer (JJAS). Shown in Fig. 6 are the average
regression coefficients based on each model's regression coefficients
between global precipitation at each grid point and that model's
t time scales (left) and those with the shortest time scales (right) for CMIP3 simulations of
selection is according to the lagged auto-correlation and the 20th Century observations is



(a) Observations (e) Observations

(b) 20th Century (f) 20th Century

(c) 21st Century (g) 21st Century

(d) Pre-Industrial (h) Pre-Industrial

Fig. 6. Regression of seasonal precipitation onto the corresponding AMO time series as shown in Fig. 5 for CMIP3model simulations of the 20th, 21st and pre-industrial forcing. Shown are
average regression coefficients across all models in northernwinter (NDJF, left panels) and summer (JJAS, right panels). Stippling is for 5% statistical significance (observations) andmodel
agreements (18 out of 23models showing same sign coefficients in 20th and21st simulations, and 15 out of 20models in pre-industrial simulations). Contours shown are for climatological
mean rainfall in each case in mm/day.
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corresponding AMO time series as shown in Fig. 5. The contours in Fig. 6
depict the climatological precipitation patterns in each case. The precip-
itation changes in the tropical Atlantic associatedwith thewarmphase of
the AMO are characterized by a northward shift of the Inter-Tropical
Convergence Zone (ITCZ, themaximumprecipitation zone in climatolog-
ical rainfall). As discussed in Ting et al. (2011), the ITCZ shift is largely
associated with the north-south temperature gradient across tropical
Atlantic during the warm phase of the AMO (see Fig. 8).

The global precipitation anomalies associated with AMO have been
discussed extensively in the literature (e.g., Enfield et al., 2001; Knight
et al., 2006; Kushnir et al., 2010; Seager et al., 2010; Sutton and
Hodson, 2005; Ting et al., 2009; Zhang and Delworth, 2006). Fig. 6 con-
firms many of the previously noted precipitation anomalies associated
with the AMO, particularly those in the Sahel, North America, and
Northeastern South America. In the models, one can see more clearly
that the dominant precipitation signal associated with the AMO is the
ITCZ shift in the tropics, resulting in a north–south dipole straddling
the ITCZ, with one sign extending from Central America to western
Sahel and opposite sign anomalies from South America to South Africa.
The pronounced drying signal over North America in both winter and
summer associated with AMOwarm phase as in 20th Century observa-
tions and noted by previous studies (e.g., McCabe et al., 2004), however,
is less robust in the models.

There is a clear seasonality associatedwith the position of the ITCZ in
Fig. 6. The Sahel rainfall signal is only present in Northern summer sea-
sonwhen the position of the ITCZ is further north, while the drying over
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northwestern South America and western South Africa is much more
pronounced during northern winter when the ITCZ is located farther
south. Over the North Atlantic, precipitation generally increases during
thewarmphase of the AMO.During thewinter, there is a clear enhance-
ment of precipitation in the central North Atlantic that indicates a
southward shift of the Atlantic storm tracks in all CMIP3 simulations.
This feature is also present in northern summer to a lesser extent.
The change in atmospheric circulation associated with the AMO will
be discussed further below.

To increase our understanding of how the AMO impacts the
atmosphere and vice versa, we examine the sea level pressure (SLP),
surface wind, and 500 mb geopotential height patterns associated
with the AMO. We use the 20th Century reanalysis (Compo et al.,
2011) for the 20th Century atmospheric observations. Fig. 7 shows the
(a) Observations

(b) 20th Century

(c) 21st Century

(d) Pre-Industrial

Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6, but for sea level pressure. Note the different contour interval an
SLP regression for northern winter (left panels) and summer (right
panels) for observations (top panels) and CMIP3 simulations of the
20th, 21st, and pre-industrial forcing. The northern winter regression
pattern displays a zone of anomalous high pressure north of ~60°N
and low pressure in the Mediterranean region and the subtropical
North Atlantic, when the AMO is in its warm phase. This pattern bears
resemblance to the negative phase of the North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO, Hurrell et al., 2003). The models' AMO-associated SLP patterns
in northern winter roughly agree with observations, but displays a
rather distinct wave train pattern over the Atlantic and European sector
originating from the tropical Atlantic, with a low over the tropical
Atlantic, a high southeast of Greenland, and another low over the
Mediterranean Sea. The wave train pattern in models are robust for all
forcing scenarios, although the amplitude differ considerably, with the
(e) Observations

(f) 20th Century

(g) 21st Century

(h) Pre-Industrial

d color scales for 20th Century observations (top panels) and the CMIP3 models.
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20th Century pattern less than half the amplitude of the 21st and the
pre-industrial simulations. The cause of the amplitude discrepancy is
mainly from the large number of ensemble members for the 20th
Century (75, see Table 1). When only one ensemble member per
model were used for the 20th Century, the amplitude is much closer
to the other cases. The Atlantic wave train pattern in northern winter
is consistent with the notion of atmospheric Rossby wave response to
tropical Atlantic heating (Hoskins and Karoly, 1981). During northern
summer, the AMO-related SLP patterns are dominated by a low center
over the subtropical North Atlantic, consistent with the atmospheric re-
sponse to tropical Atlantic heating (Kushnir et al., 2010) in bothmodels
and observations. The agreement between models and observations,
however, is not very strong north of 30 N. The discrepancy between
model and observations could be the result of the short observational
record and the relatively small signal-to-noise ratio in the mid and
high latitudes SLP fields.
(a) Observations

(b) 20th Century

(c) 21st Century

(d) Pre-Industrial

Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 6, but for surface wind (vectors) and surfac
The dominance of the subtropical low-pressure response in both
winter and summer associated with AMO warm-phase is clearly seen
in Fig. 8, which shows the counterclockwise surface wind circulation
(vectors) around the low-pressure center in the tropical Atlantic follow-
ing the approximate geostrophic relation. Also shown in Fig. 8 is the
AMO sea surface temperature over the oceans and surface air tempera-
ture over land shaded in color. These surface wind anomalies are in
general opposing the climatological surface wind, thus reducing the cli-
matological surface wind in both the tropics and midlatitudes except
south of equator in the Atlantic. The warm SST pattern in the tropical
and subtropical North Atlantic, on the other hand, is consistent with
reduced trade wind in the tropics and reduced upwelling along the
west coast of Africa due to the anomalous northward flow there.
While the mechanisms of AMO is not the focus of this study, the results
in Figs. 7 and 8 do suggest that positive ocean–atmosphere interactions
may be responsible for the AMO SST pattern in the tropics and subtropics.
(e) Observations

(f) 20th Century

(g) 21st Century

(h) Pre-Industrial

e temperature (shading) over the North Atlantic domain.
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The upper tropospheric responses associated with AMO warm
phase are shown in Fig. 9 using the 500 mb geopotential height
regressed onto the AMO index. Fig. 9 confirms the association with
the negative phase of the NAO in northern winter as indicated by
the SLP. It also indicates a weakening of the Atlantic jet stream and
associated storm track activity at 40°N, which is consistent with
the reduced storm track precipitation in Fig. 6. For the northern
summer season, however, there is very little agreement between
observations and models. The models do indicate that the positive
AMO phase is associated with robust anticyclonic anomalies over
eastern North America and overWestern Europe, whichmay suggest
enhanced blocking during the summer in these regions, increased
subsidence and reduced precipitation.
(a) Observations

(b) 20th Century

(c) 21st Century

(d) Pre-Industrial

Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 6, but for 500 mb geopotential height. Note the different contour interv
5. Summary

In this paper we explored the patterns of forced and natural North
Atlantic multidecadal SST variability in observations and in coupled
models integrated under different anthropogenic forcing scenarios.
For the models we used the CMIP3-ensemble simulations of the
pre-industrial climate, the 20th century, realistic forcing simulations
(including anthropogenic and natural), and 21st century simulations
forced under IPCC AR4 scenario A1B. Our method of analysis employed
the signal-to-noise maximizing EOF technique, which optimally
separated free internal variability and externally forced variability. In
this procedure, we first estimated the forced component in each forcing
scenario and found the time series and pattern of forced variability. We
(e) Observations

(f) 20th Century

(g) 21st Century

(h) Pre-Industrial

al and color scales for 20th Century observations (top panels) and the CMIP3 models.
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then subtracted the space-time dependent forced component from the
full datasets and from those obtained the unforced or internal compo-
nent. We concluded that the observed multi-decadal variability of
North Atlantic SST during the 20th Century cannot be explained fully
by the radiative forcing (anthropogenic and natural), consistent with
previous studies (DelSole et al., 2010; Knight, 2009; Ting et al., 2009).
Furthermore, the spatial structures of the forced and the internal
variability of North Atlantic SST differed considerably, both within
the North Atlantic Basin and globally. While the forced component
displayed a positive trend in time that was spatially consistent with an
almost global-wide warming of surface temperature, the internal
component, in contrast, was oscillating in time and spatially was largely
confined to the North Atlantic basin. Locally in the North Atlantic, the
two components also differed significantly with the forced one showing
a stronger warming in South Atlantic than in the North and thus a
northward gradient in SST across the tropical Atlantic, while the warm
phase of the internal AMO had a basin-wide warming in North Atlantic
and weak cooling in South Atlantic, thus a southward gradient across
tropical Atlantic. The AMOwarmphasewill thusweaken the northward
SST gradient due to anthropogenic forcing in the tropical Atlantic, while
in the AMO negative phase, it will enhance the northward SST gradient
due to global warming. In the subpolar North Atlantic, the forced global
warming displayed a distinctive cooling off the South coast of
Greenland, while the positive phase of AMOhad an intensifiedwarming
at the same location. The model expressions of internal variability
showed a large degree of consistency under different forcing scenarios,
as well as agreement with 20th Century observed pattern, despite the
varying degree of greenhouse and aerosol forcing. This suggests that
our analysis methods did a good job in separating the two types of
variability, forced and internal.

The precipitation patterns associated with the forced and natural
component of North Atlantic SST variability differed significantly from
one another.While the forced precipitation signal showed awidespread
subtropical drying trend and a high latitude wetting trend, consistent
with results based on a straight forward multi-model average
(Solomon et al., 2007), the AMO associated rainfall patterns pointed at
a shift of Atlantic ITCZ north of the climatological position (during the
warm phase of the AMO) and south (during the cold phase of the
AMO). Thewarm (cold) AMO phasewas thus associatedwith enhanced
(reduced) rainfall in the tropical North Atlantic, including the Sahel and
Central America, and drying (wetting) in northeastern South America
and northwestern South Africa. There was a general drying trend in
North America associated with the warm phase of AMO, but this result
was less robust across models.

Themost dominant atmospheric circulation features associatedwith
the AMOwas a low pressure center over the subtropical North Atlantic
and theMediterranean in both winter and summer, consistent with the
simple model response to enhanced tropical Atlantic heating (Kushnir
et al., 2010). The AMO surface wind anomaly associated with the
subtropical low pressure anomaly center suggested that the underlying
warm SST pattern was forced by the atmosphere and the reduction in
the surface heat flux from the ocean to the atmosphere, thus implying
a positive ocean–atmosphere interaction in the formation of the tropical
and subtropical AMO SST pattern. There was also an indication of warm
AMO strongly associated with an SLP pattern that resembled the nega-
tive NAO, thus reduced subtropical jet and storm activity, particularly in
the winter.

Although internal ocean–atmosphere positive feedback may have
been responsible for theAMOSSTpattern in the subtropical and tropical
North Atlantic, two important questions remain unanswered. The first
question is what determines the multi-decadal time scale and the
second one is what causes the subpolar AMO SST pattern. The linkage
between fluctuations of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation
and the AMO SST pattern and the physical mechanisms leading to the
AMO SST pattern in both models and observations will be explored in
future studies.
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